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A community created by german courses Hi Dylan, could you explain the meaning of incorporating two -n annotations at the end - such as der Deutsche; -n; -n? I understand that this usually represents a plural, but why is it doubling in this case? (There are other similar cases, such as der President;; -en; -
en and der Agent; -en; -en, so this seems to be related to designations for people.) As for the questions, I will try to keep the note in order to mention them. The ones I mentioned are more similar to the ishies - such as the two versions of Die Sekunde (level 47), one requiring multiple and the other not,
and the inclusion of both Freitag and der Freitag (level 65). Thank you so much for maintaining this course. I think he was very well-tuned and it's good to keep him fit. Welcome to you, Robert 2 likes one in plural ending and another dative for weak nouns declension (I can't have the exact terminology
right, but essentially it's all) Fixed duplicate words, you need to replace them with others to prevent Memrise getting confused about what levels you've completed, but the words I've replaced aren't necessarily top-1000 words, just the best I could find in limited time. 1 How misxifRM: ... cases such as der
President; -en; -en and der Agent; -en; About a year ago I was taking a German class in Berlin. We recognized it as N-Declension. This applies only to some male nouns, usually those that come from Greek or Latin and belong to humans, but also male nouns that end in-e and several animals. This page
has a good explanation: 1 How Hi, I do not know the level I'm afraid, but der Beauftragter does not have a plural, but does not say no plural in the English tip. Again, I do not know what level, but die Ersch'pfung still a comma, not a comma to the plural. Fixed these two (multiple Beauftragter can not be
indicated through the suffix, as you need to remove d) 1 How could you put disambiguation on enorm? At the moment he says ('gewaltig' or ...) but I always think 'riesig'. I think Riesig says ('gewaltig', 'enorm' or...), so I'm guessing they're synonymous? Dylan, thank you very much for your response and
your constant work on this course. (It's unfortunate that Memrise doesn't have the help of the object behind the course - which may just be to read the text for course authors to describe their conventions and any other points. Hello Colva, I think that disguise is a more common issue than this case. This
course is certainly one of the best in handling ambiguity, from those I looked at, but it remains a common problem because Memrise doesn't seem to have a good common framework for Synonyms. This is obviously a great thing in a course that has 5000 of the most popular words in the language and
therefore has to handle a few synonyms. This course often gives you an indication of which answers are needed. It's definitely a help - though sometimes to the point where the key makes the answer too easy! However, I feel that the differentiation in the description (in English) of some words that are



almost synonymous is very subjective, and I find myself studying the definition of a course pattern for a particular word in order to get the right answer. Maintaining a consistent approach over 5,000 words - and within the constraints of Memrise frameworks and tools - is a mammoth task, and I don't think
we can expect things to go much further than this course already does. I guess I have to put up with the occasional flaw, and that I learn more about the full meaning of words when I come across them in real life, in context. Of course, improving individual cases (such as enorm) can obviously help! Glad to
add disambiguations, but I don't like to use whole words if I can avoid it. The main reason for the discrepancies is that different participants have different opinions on how this should be done. My favorite now is to give a minimum key (like not 'r...') and add any other possible answers as alternatives in the
English column - I'd rather use a custom column for it, but I don't have permission to create one, unfortunately. But at least for now, if you're inducing a real word (like 'riesengro' instead of 'riesig'), you won't be marked incorrectly. Hi @misxifRM I agree that disguise is tricky in general - I've been using
memrise for years and I'm currently studying 48 different courses, so you need to get used to what words in which course. However, this particular course is extraordinarily good at making distinctions, presumably thanks to the hard work of @dylan.nicholson.548 and some others: having made about 80%
of them I only come across a small number of sets of words that are confusing. So it's especially nice to get the final chances and ends up cleared. 1 How @dylan.nicholson.548 Sounds great, thank you! I don't know where you stop with synonyms, but there are some cases where it's annoying that the
common synonym is rejected. One I noticed today where it requires auzerhalb, and he rejects drauzen, but the hint says: Auzen or .... Unfortunately, I don't know at what level it is, since I came across it in review mode and I don't know how to look for a level - do you (Dylan) have any way to do it?
Another small paragraph to correct is that the word der Glaube should be written as der Glaube (not plural). Again, unfortunately, I do not know the level. At level 77, I have noted three instances where the adoption of synonyms may help, but the most obvious for is the answer to contain, where the
necessary response enthalten and beinhalten is not accepted. It's This. Be much easier to work with a full course table, in order to make improvements to create greater consistency and decide which synonyms to take. By the way, what do you mean by the addition of alternates in the English column?
Does this mean that alternative German responses are accepted (when typing)? I guess you change does not affect by clicking tests that require one response that has been specified? Hello! Right plural der Ritter (level 32) die Ritter, not Ritter. Fixed those. With alternatives in the English column, if you
wither one of them he tells you: Sorry, you typed English when we wanted German, and lets repeat. As I said, it would be better if it was a custom Synonym column, but apparently only the course owner can create columns. Thank you. Dylan, thank you for making the corrections. As for the alternates in
the English column, I understand now. I experienced this yesterday when I entered the alternative German word and I do not understand why I got the message. Can I make contact with the course owner to get permission to add a column? The next page → Ignore?der Klassenkamerad, -enthe classmate
(1) (primary and secondary) core, kernal, pips, nucleusthe prison, slammer (conversational) luggage trunk, community boot created courses German Hello @dylan.nicholson.548 Another minor problem that can be improved where the hint does not contain a specific article . Some examples: der Schluss,
hint: Conclusion, end, ending, closure, close to die Neha, hint: intimacy, intimacy, intimacy der Dummkopf, hint: stupid man, idiot der Zufall, hint: Coincidence, accident, accident, chance to die Neha, hint: Proximity ... Various items: Level 80, Die Spitz - it's kind of amazing to see only lace as an acceptable
translation of this. Level 81, der Wissenschaftler - the only accepted answer is academic, although I would have thought that the scientist was more common. Level 82, Die Leiter appears twice in the word list. (By the way, this list has only 14 words, including a duplicate, as opposed to the usual 15 in this
course.) Level 84, wachsen - should anwachsen be taken (or not rejected ...)? Level 86, derjenige - hint that (one), ('d_'), but it seems that there are other potential answers, starting with d. As I said in the previous post, the whole question of synonyms is very thorny, and synonyms very rarely have an
identical meaning. I think previous participants in this course have been suggesting that there is some differentiation in their request that makes it clear what answer to give, but the average learner can get confused at times. For example, at level 85, in an audition test to match the English language with
the German word rechtzeitig, the correct option for indition is at the time (punctual), in time sth). However, sometimes the second option is presented punctually, on time on time probably comes from p'nktlich) and clicking on that answer is considered wrong. A particularly egregious example is at level 90,
with clicking options to match the German word der zbek. There are three options that are very similar, but only one is considered correct. See screenshot: I notice that in the case of some words when they are first presented some German synonyms are shown directly under the main word, in small
letters. Can we add synonyms to the course this way? (However, I don't think the synonyms are shown during tests.) It's helpful that some words now have a German synonym in the English alternative column, but it's quite confusing to say that you typed a word in English when in fact you typed an
alternative German word. I think it would be much better to guide people to enter only an acceptable word, so I'm in favour of making additional clues in the request - unless there is a more complete solution to the problem. I forgot to mention a few other ambiguities: Level 90, a quick solution, only an
acceptable das Urteil answer. I would expect that das Beurteilung will be accepted (for clues to indicate ... U_ I don't know the level, but for the operative correct, the only accepted answer is richtig. I think the corrective should be taken. In the operational party (p_), only die the party is accepted rather than
die Partei (which prompted another where as a political party. there are others where the hints effectively exclude synonyms, but it is a little confusing to handle. for example, on request immediately, equally accepted only gleich. where there is a somewhat subjective list of words in the hint is intended to
guide the student to a particular answer, but certainly a level of ambiguity. usually avoid too many accepted alternatives for a given word, which I think is reasonable if the words are really interchangeable (e.g. gern/gerne). Signature missing 2 likes Hi Dylan, I don't actually do your course, but I'm always
curious about German courses because I live in Germany and speak the language very well (after starting German at school at the age of about 13, I now have a 2:1 degree in university and a diploma in translation). Anyway, I've noticed that disunity is a problem on this course and asks if I can suggest a
way to deal with it. I am a participant in a course for four Swedish courses and had the same problem. What I'm trying to do now is find a phrase in Swedish where only one particular word word be used. I then suggest that the list of translations, but in brackets and squiggle for the Swedish word. An
example might be (I'll use English for the sake of argument) will do against the do, which are often mostly synonymous, but not in some collocations: For doing, you could add the following example: to homework In this case only do can be used in English and not done. To do, I would add something like:
to the error, because also in this case, do is correct, and do not. I hope this idea can help you! If you need help with German, I could help you or offer you some phrase ideas. I use a great data bank case for Swedish, but I'm not familiar with anything like that for German. I believe the dictionary dict.cc has
a wide range of colloocations, however. I hope you don't think I'm presumptuous, I just wanted to convey this idea, that's all. Amanda 2 Loves there are some phrases and connections that use zveck that could help here. Here are a few examples: der Sinn und zweck der Sache - the whole meaning (and
purpose) of the fact that Ein Tsvekhayrat is a marriage that was created to perform a certain function, not a love relationship. or there is a Machiavellian phrase der zweck heiligt die Mittel (the goal justifies means) or es ist f'nen guten zweck - it's for a good cause. das hat keinen zweck is also a very
common phrase. There are three pages of examples on this site: in any hope it helps! I think I put it in the wrong place, misxifRM Can you put it somewhere else where Dylan will see it? Yes, this idea came to my mind, but I think it requires a better understanding of the language than I should. I think my
general opinion is that a flash card course isn't really going to teach you the intricacies of how and when to use words, but it's just a good way to create a basic vocab that's enough to help you read/understand another language and form simple sentences yourself. It obviously needs to be combined with
other types of language learning and assimilation to get anywhere near to have a good feel for the language and how to use it naturally. 4 Loves I take your point! I have been learning Swedish for about two and a half years now, and (because of my German) I can now read Swedish novels in the original
with not too many problems. I keep the notebooks that I use to write down the phrases I encounter, and it is these everyday phrases that have given me inspiration for ways to disambiguate different words in my Swedish courses. Another reason for adding these collocations is that he listened to pants
from me that I wanted to write down the wrong word, so I started looking for phrases that would help me score better and be less disappointed while my memrise vocab. My Swedish is now pretty good, so I can tell when the synonym -- the creator of the course has allowed too much -- it's not synonymous
at all. So when I remove synonyms, I always try to have these two words defined in a way that makes it clear that only one word will work. From what I see though, Dylan, you've worked very hard to make sure that the definitions, the data cover all the major values. As we speak German these days (but it
wasn't OK when I first came to Germany in 1988): Du hast echt einen guten job gemacht! 3 Likes I just reached level 212 and found that has no audio, and from previewing later levels it seems that there is almost no audio past this point. What's the situation there? I'm afraid that's what it looks like. If
someone is willing to help with the addition of audio I am happy to add them as a contributor. I generally download audio clips from dict.cc, but it's quite a tedious task. Signature Missing Thank You for coming back to me so quickly. I would be happy to help with the addition of audio. 1 How I use
www.forvo.com to add audio to my Swedish courses. It's pretty painless with the Chromebook. The question is maybe five or six clicks in total per word. 1 As it's probably all for me too, but it's still a nuisance considering in principle it can be an automatic scenario. Technical stuff will probably be beyond
me! Hello Dylan, I've been gathering a number of questions to raise regarding ambiguity or other small issues to give you a party at one time to take a look at - if you get the chance. As mentioned earlier, the question of synonyms/ambiguity is complex, so I have not tried to point out all the cases where
alternative answers could be given. Also, where I point out, I can't be a better judge - so please decide for yourself when you make edits or not. I feel that there is a bias in this course towards academic or technical use of the word, and perhaps this should be stated more clearly in the clues, but overall I
think those who put together the course did a fabulous job. Personally, I don't like the decision to accept (i.e. not rejecting) the synonym, but pointing instead to the user that they have entered the English version of the word. I prefer when the explanation of the answer wanted is given in the request. As a
student, I don't think my learning is slowing down by having clues that help me in response, but I think my learning is distorted a bit when I have to give a specific answer to an ambiguous question (and I learn through repetition exactly what the course writer wants). Here's my list of items so far. Sorry I
often don't know the level. I also don't know how to present this in a readable format, since I copied this from Excel as 4 columns per entry: Level Number; German text; English tip; raises the question. Google spreadsheet link removed - personal message to me, please if you want a link. Level n/k der
Schluss Conclusion, End, End, closing There's no specific article in the Level n/k Die Nehe Proximity, intimacy, intimacy No particular article in the operational level n/k der Dummkopf Dumb Man, Idiot No specific article in the operational level n/k der zufall Coincidence, accident, accident, accidental
occurrence No definite article in the operational level n/k der Opa Grandpa May should point out that the gro'vater is not acceptable, or indicate that the colloquial version wanted Level 85 rechtzeitig at the time (punctual), on time (to accomplish something) It is sometimes displayed in clicking options, but
is not accepted level 87 geraten turn ('g') Description ambiguous, except 'g' Level 90 der zveck goal, purpose, intention ambiguity with Absicht and zel? Level 90 das Urteil Solution Ambiguity with Die Beurteilung? Level n/k gleich immediately, equally giving immediately as the first word in the operational
risks of confusion with Sofort Level n/k richtig correct ambiguity with korrekt? Level n/k die party (p_) Ambiguity with Die Partei Level n/k der Kese cheese indicates not plural, but one of several cases where plural is possible (as in the translation of cheeses) Level n/k der Fisch fish The same question as
with Kese - plural is possible in a certain context Level n/k der September No definite article in the operational level n/k wenden turn ('drehen' or ...) Ambiguity with abbbyen? Level n/k der Juli July Almost duplicates Julie Level n/k Juli July Almost duplicates der Juli. There are several cases of both
versions of months. Level n/k das Konto; -s score not sure in the exact request Almost duplicate das Konto, die Konten Level n/k das Konto, die Konten score not sure in the exact request Almost duplicate das Konto; Can we deal with alternative multiples in a different way? Level 98 unterst'tzen to support
Not sure, but it can be a duplicate coming into another level Level 98 bewaffnen to arm ambiguity with aufr'sten etc? Level 99 p'nktlich punctual, at the time Of Ambiguity in the operative, see rechtzeitig above (level 85) Level August 99 August August If it is meant to be the adjective Of August (in English),
then the translation is bad. De-Augustus is also given Level 101 schieben to push ambiguity with drucken and dr'ngen? Even a possible stoen? Level 104 der Bart; -e beard Miswritten plural indication in the German version (should be -e) - dash and double apostrophe are interchangeable Level 105
h'hchstens in most There are ambiguities due to other translations at best, such as allenfalls or bestenfalls? Level 105 der Gavinn get ambiguity with der Ertrag? Level n/k das Personal staff not sure of the exact request Audio file appears incorrect Level n/k je Each answer jeder is rejected, but the hint
does not indicate that the adverb requires a level n/k das Jubil'um; - Die Jubil'en Jubilee (not sure of the exact the hyphen should be removed from the text, so the plural test works properly Level n/k die Sekunde second It is given as two separate words (close duplicate), one with a multiple number and
one without a level n/k der Coach Ambiguity with possible English translations such as Resiebus or Kutsche (since the hint does not mean that it is a sports coach)? Level n/k ersparen to save to rid Ambiguity with sparen? Level n/k der Satz offer ambiguity with other english transaltations, such as Die
Strafe or das Urteil (i.e., legal offer)? Level n/k rasen to race Ambiguity with retten? Level 131 meist most Duplicate - twice in the same level Level n/k vorhaben intend, that is, plan (planen, ..., vorsehen) ambiguity with beabsichtigen? Level 136 der Schwager shurides No plural given. Level 136 das
Gemese vegetables (no plural) It is doubtful to say that there is no plural. Level 141 aussuchen to choose, choose, choose ambiguity with ausw'hlen? Level 142 Die Branch Branch Branch Ambiguity because it does not mean that it is a commercial branch? (If not, der zweig?) Level 147 das Tuch; -e cloth,
scarf, blanket, towel must -er (i.e., Die Tuher) also be accepted as plural? Level 152 Die Lehre Apprenticeship Ambiguity With Die Ausbildung? Level 154 das Kennzeichen label, the distinctive mark appears in a special case translation label. What about the die of Bezeichnung or Das Etikett? Level 159
der Vorname; -ns; -n name given the name of Mis-type in the plural: -ns instead -n. Level 160 erraten guess ('e_') Ambiguity with erahnen? Level 166 der Geiger fiddler Dublicat, repeated from the previous level (level 165), albeit with a slightly different fast level n/k die Ausrede justification Ambiguity with
die Entschuldigung? Level n/k ermorden to murder Ambiguity with morden? Level n/k aufstellen to deploy ambiguity with anwenden? Level 182 der Kopfhurer headphones No plural specified. (This does not mean that the plural is the same as the only one.) Level 182 der Oberst Colonel No. Should it be; -
en? You've sent me almost all of those before, I started through the list and already fixed them... not sure which ones are new. Signature missing I can not find any record for das Conto / Die Konten? Both Konten and Kontos are valid plural of the same word anyway. Signature missing Hi Dylan, I'm sorry
to have sent you duplicates of my previous comments. I didn't include the ones I thought I'd sent you before, but I wasn't careful enough about it. The vast majority of the listed I have not mentioned before. Want me to go through a spreadsheet to point out which ones I've already told you about? Now I
have it. organized, I must avoid repeating the problem. Your edits to the database are very highly valued, so if there is any way I can make my notes easier for you, please let me know. Thank you, Robert My Notes Notes I remember that it was effectively duplicated the entry for das Konto, in the form of
das Konto; die Konten, but I also can't see him now. I think now you have changed the record to level 97, so that it reads das Konto; -s (Oder Konten). Thank you! Yes, I did it, but I couldn't find a duplicate. Signature missing the first 8 or so I'm already fixed, so maybe if you can double check the others.
Signature missing ← previous page of the next page → →
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